Research
Scholarships
College
Applications

Below Goal
Research less than 10 & Apply
to less than 5
Submit less than 5 college apps
and no completion of Venn
diagram.

Study the skin,
create 3D models

Spend less than 35 hours
researching subtopics of skin.
Only creating one 3D model of
either the skin layers or types
of sutures.

Study careers in
plastic surgery

Study the
psychological
aspects of plastic
surgery

Spend less than 20 hours
researching careers in plastic
surgery and identify less than 5
specializations.
Not searching for a job shadow
or not completing a job
shadow.
Spend less than 90 hours
reading from psychology books
and studying psychological
aspects of plastic surgery

Find a psychologist
to interview

Do not complete an interview
on psychology

Create power point
and other
presentations of
project
Create bibliography

Spend less than 20 hours
putting together a power point
with less than 15 slides and no
visual aides.
Spend less than 2 hours
creating bibliography with less
than 10 resources.

Research/complete
job shadow

Goal
Research 10 & Apply to 5
scholarships
Submit 5-8 college
applications and create a Venn
diagram comparing/contrasting
top 2 college choices.
Spend 35-40 hours researching
the layers, color, healing, body
temperature and formation of
skin. Also create a 3D model
showing the layers of skin and
different types of sutures.
Spend 20 hours researching
education, training and identify
5 specializations in plastic
surgery
Find a job shadow in a plastic
surgery career and spend 10
hours completing it.
For 90 hours study psychology
aspects of plastic surgery,
patient view points, decision
making, recovery and read
from psychology books.
Spend 7 hours finding one
professional to interview and
complete the interview
Spend 20 hours putting
together power point with 15
slides along with 2 visual
aides.
Spend 2 hours creating
bibliography, MLA format
with 10 resources.

Above Goal
Research more than 10 & Apply to more
than 5
Submit more than 8 college apps and create
Venn diagram for top 2 college choices.

Spend more than 40 hours research
subtopics of skin. Create more than 2 3D
models illustrating skin properties.

Spend more than 20 hours researching
careers in plastic surgery along with
identifying more than 5 specializations.
Spend more than 10 hours with a job
shadow.
For more than 90 hours read from
psychology books and studying
psychological aspects of plastic surgery

Interview more than one professional and
total more than 7 hours.
Spend more than 20 hours working on
power point with more than 15 slides and
more than 2 visual aides.
Spend 2 hours creating MLA formatted
bibliography with more than 10 resources.

Presentation at
Spring Celebration

Poorly present the project, not
engaging the audience,
mumbling and no eye contact.

Present project engaging the
audience, speaking clearly and
with good eye contact.

Creating pamphlets

Only completing a cross word
puzzle based on Plastic Surgery
Terminology.

Create one pamphlet to hand
out on presentation day
illustrating either good skin
care or burns. Also create a
cross word puzzle based on
Plastic Surgery terminology.

Project will be presented with good eye
contact, speaking clearly, interacting with
the audience, little usage of note cards and
hands on activity.
Create 2 pamphlets to hand out, one
illustrating skin care and another more
detailed about burns plus the cross word
puzzle.

